In an explorative study on German oral corpus data we investigate recognitional use of proximal demonstratives as a means of explicit speaker-hearer interaction shaping the discourse structure. We show that recognitionals mark tentative reference acts in that speakers suggest -or pretend -mutual knowledge of the referent, at the same time appealing to the hearers to accept the reference. Hearers may tacitly or explicitly accept the referential act or deny it asking for clarification, in the latter case making speakers change the intended local discourse topic. On these grounds we argue against a differentiation between recognitional and indefinite demonstratives, subsuming both as kinds of recognitional use under 'pretended' cognitive proximity.
Recognitional demonstratives -state of research
In our paper, we concentrate on a particular use of strong proximal demonstratives 1 , where referents that are neither prementioned nor accessible via the discourse situation are referred to with demonstrative NPs, like in (1):
(1) S: dort unten konnte man den Wein richtig becherweise trinken. H: Mhmh.
1 Proximal is meant as opposed to distal demonstratives (cf. Engl. this/these+N versus that/those+N). For our study on German data, the distinction of proximal versus distal demonstrative expressions is negligible, since contrary to English, such an opposition is not expressed lexically in modern German language use. The former distal determiner and pronoun jen-sounds archaic both in deictic and anaphoric use (Himmelmann 1997: 49f) and is not suitable to constitute any opposition to the recognitional or empathic use of proximal demonstratives (with one exception mentioned in section 4, note 18). There was not one single instance of jen-in our data. Such use identified for different languages (Diessel 1999 , Himmelmann 1996 is called recognitional or anamnestic use. Recognitional demonstratives are analysed as means of discourse organisation: using recognitional demonstratives, speakers suggest to hearers that the respective referent is part of their private ("personalized", Himmelmann 1996 ) mutual knowledge and thus identifiable. At the same time speakers might anticipate problems with the referent identification and give hearers an opportunity to ask for a closer specification; the latter is taken to be the particular function of the demonstrative reference act. It has been noticed that recognitional use typically involves non-topical referents, and that recognitional reference has an emotive component (cf. Auer 1981 , 1984 , Diessel 1999 , Himmelmann 1996 , and Molnár 2010 .
S: Meine Eltern haben immer viel
Besides, at least for English a so-called indefinite this has been described (Ionin 2006 , Prince 1981 , among others). For cases like (2), it is assumed that the referent of the this-NP is not prementioned, not present in the discourse situation and not known to the hearer, so that this serves not as a demonstrative but as an indefinite article with specific reference 3 :
(2) One day last year on a cold, clear, crisp afternoon, I saw this huge sheet of ice in the street. (Prince 1981: 232) Von Heusinger, Chiriacescu & Deichsel (2010) argue also for German for a similar differentiation between the proximal demonstrative dies-, including its recognitional use, and an indefinite dies-. They claim that recognitional cases allow the definite article der instead, the referent being known to the hearer although not prementioned and not present at the current discourse, while indefinite dies-alternates with an indefinite article ein, as the referent is not only not prementioned and physically absent, but also new to the hearer, cf. (3) vs. (4):
2 In this paper, we use mostly data out of a transliterated German oral corpus (interviews with larger monological narration sequences, Pfeffer Corpus, cf. section 2). We change the examples only in that we make relevant marking via formatting: we use underlining for the relevant hearer's reaction, bold for the recognitional demonstrative NPs and shading for speaker's explicit appeals to the hearer. 3 Whether this 'indefinite this' is a particular use of the proximal demonstrative or the demonstrative and the indefinite are homonymous lexemes, the latter presumably as a lexicalization of the former, is controversially discussed in the literature; Ionin (2006) explicitly votes for two lexemes.
(3) Was ist eigentlich mit diesem/ dem/ *einem Telefon passiert, das immer in deinem Zimmer war? "What has actually happened to this/ the/ *a phone which used to be in your room?" (4)
Gestern kam ich in eine Bar und da war dieser/ *der Fremde/ ein Fremder, der mich die ganze Zeit anstarrte. "Yesterday I walked into a bar and there was this/ a/ *the stranger who stared at me all the time." (von Heusinger et al. 2010, ex. (10) and (13)) Note that the hearer-related status of the referent is taken to be unambiguously clear to the speaker. We will return to this point later (section 2.4).
In our paper, we evaluate the claims on demonstrative uses dubbed as recognitional and 'indefinite' in German on data from a German oral interview corpus and show that demonstrative uses are on the one hand much more versatile and on the other hand more systematic than has been claimed before. In particular, we show that (i) the actual status of the referent as known to the hearer or not is not that clear as claimed in the literature (sections 2.1, 2.4). That is why a distinction between recognitional and 'indefinite' dies-is empirically unsound. (ii) the referent may be topical or not, with its (non-)topicality arising in the interaction of the speaker and the hearer: it is possible that the speaker does not intend to make a referent topical, but has to change the topic structure of the discourse segment after a corresponding request of the hearer. Similarly, the reference might co-occur with emotive emphasis, but this co-occurrence is not necessary (section 2.3). (iii) in spite of this overwhelming diversity, recognitional demonstratives have a clear uniform function: they are discourse markers that shape explicit speakerhearer interaction. They give speakers the possibility to make a tentative reference act, i.e. to refer with insufficient linguistic means leaving open if the reference is really resolvable for the hearer and appealing to accept this deficient reference. Furthermore, they give hearers the alternative to express a tacit acceptance with respect to the establishment of the referent in the discourse world or to step in and ask for clarification (section 3). Finally (section 4), we propose to integrate recognitional use into an overall concept of proximity as a discourse function expressed by demonstrativity (as proposed in Averintseva-Klisch & Consten 2007), integrating physical proximity (situational or textual) as well as cognitive proximity, i.e. mental closeness relations between speakers and referents.
Corpus findings on speaker-hearer interaction with recognitional demonstratives
To check the assumptions on recognitional demonstratives summarized above, we did an explorative corpus pre-study, in which we have evaluated thirty interviews from a transcribed German oral corpus with larger monological narration sequences, the Pfeffer corpus (PF 001-030, recorded 1961 , cf. Pfeffer & Lohnes 1984 4 . Our first goal was to get an impression how prominent recognitional use of demonstratives is in our data. We consider a demonstrative use to be a clear recognitional one when (i) the referent is neither prementioned nor accessible from cotext or context and (ii) demonstrativity is not exclusively due to an empathic use. Out of overall 260 occurrences of demonstrative determiner dies-+N, ("this +N") there were 28 (10,8%) clear recognitional uses and 12 doubtful cases (for the latter, cf. 2.3). Thus, at least for this small data segment, recognitional use seems to be rather peripheral (the most frequent use being the anaphoric one here).
Our second and more important goal was to develop refined functional categories of recognitional use and to investigate the interplay of speaker-hearer interaction, mutual knowledge of the referent identity and topicality.
Three basic types of speaker-hearer interaction
We actually found three types of interaction expected from the assumptions about recognitional demonstratives (esp. Auer 1981): hearers can either explicitly or implicitly accept the reference, or ask for a reference clarification.
Hearers explicitly confirm a successful referring
This option is realized in (5). The speaker uses both the discourse particle ja, which marks the proposition as part of the common ground (cf. Paul 2002 : 506, Zifonun, Hoffmann & Strecker 1997 , and the discourse particle nicht (roughly "aren't they?") to ensure this confirmation. The hearer reacts with an affirmative interjection mhmh and thus explicitly accepts the reference act. Here, the demonstrative NP denotes a special kind of a wire plaster wall. Note that neither the lexeme Rabitzwand nor presumably the corresponding concept are known to the majority of German speakers. That is why mutual knowledge of this particular kind of partition walls is not likely; still, there are no referential problems, as no exact reference is necessary here for the intended pragmatic meaning "the theatre was sold out". Auer (1981: 304) stresses the interactional character of the recognitional use and claims that with recognitional demonstratives hearers feel the necessity to confirm or to reject the assumed identifiability of the referent explicitly. Consequently, he does not discuss this type of examples, concentrating on cases like (5) and (7) below. However, we believe that an obvious absence of explicit interaction as in (6) should equally be seen as resulting from intentional cooperative behaviour and thus be analyzed as a kind of interaction as well.
Hearers call for a reference clarification
Sometimes hearers explicitly call for a reference clarification with a direct question about the nature of the referent like in (7). Other kinds of explicit misunderstanding signals are imaginable as well; however, in our data we have three cases of reference clarification appeals, all three being direct questions: These cases of explicit or implicit speaker-hearer interaction illustrate more or less straightforwardly the common assumptions on recognitional use. Below, some examples are discussed that do not really suit the well-described patterns.
Problematic reference act or correct naming?
In the data discussed in this section it is not clear whether it is really the reference that matters or the correct lexical choice: should the referent be familiar to the hearer or should the hearer confirm the lexeme used or even help at a search for a correct expression? Thus, the speaker in (8) overtly indicates not to be sure about the correct naming for a referent she regards as identifiable: (8 The hearer first explicitly confirms that the lexical term the speaker has used is presumably correct, using twice the affirmative particle ja ja ("yes yes"), and then asks for more information about the referent. Similarly, the speaker in (9) indicates her not being sure about the correct name for a referent she regards as identifiable: (9 Here, contrary to (8), where the doubtful lexeme is a special one, the lexeme in question is a highly frequent one; presumably the speaker is not sure, whether sails is precise enough to be used here. The hearer does not react explicitly with respect to the naming. An interesting case is (10), where the speaker fails to give the correct naming for a referent he regards as identifiable; he starts a longish sequence on clochards in Paris and the word clochard itself fails him (similar English cases of word search are discussed in [...] (PF 014. Speaker: m, 47) "S: We were told of the life, the life of--.. of Paris, the people, of the city as such, the antiquity, Napoleon and so on, and of these, .. how does one say it--in France, that lay in the streets, the old people, they are not beggars, they are sort of the most valuable people at all. In Germany one would say beggars, and would despise them and so on, but it is--in France it is the other way round. H: And why do we.. .. why is there a different opinion? S: Well, why is there a different opinion? Because we don't have it the same way here in Germany and in France. This [sg. neutr.] beggars, well, beggars one cannot really say, they sleep out of doors, they spend the night out of doors, and such things, we don't have them in Germany. Here in the--here at us, they sit there, these beggars, they sit on a bench at day [...]"
The hearer does not react at all to the word search, but does to the matter, and by joining the discussion he confirms that the referent is identifiable and thus the referring was successful. Diessel (1999: 107) notices that with recognitional demonstratives "the information expressed by the noun [...] may not be sufficient". As we have seen, this insufficiency is sometimes due more to naming problems, sometimes more to referent identification problems. In spite of these differences all cases discussed so far have three features in common: first, the intended referents are neither prementioned nor accessible by co-text or context. Second, speakers are not sure whether the linguistic means they use are sufficient for the intended referring. Third, the speakers initiate a negotiation with respect to the identifiability of the referent with their hearers; this negotiation can be conducted explicitly or implicitly.
In the following we consider emotive reference as a factor interplaying with a possible recognitional function. Himmelmann (1997: 61) assumes a necessary emotive component with the recognitional use. However, the interplay of emotion with the recognitional use seems to be much more intricate than this assumed correlation. First, we have cases like (5), repeated here as (11), where no emotion or evaluation could be plausibly assumed: Emotive reference (pejorative as well as positive) has been often described as one crosslinguistically available function of demonstrative NPs (Diessel 1999 , Himmelmann 1997 . Emotive reference is possible to prementioned as well as to newly introduced referents, as in (13) Here, there is nothing recognitional with the demonstrative use, (13a) being clearly anaphoric and (13b) clearly deictic. In (12), however, recognitional and emotive functions might coincide, as we can plausibly assume that the speaker could suppose the referent (the bombing of Hamburg during the Second World War) to be part of mutual knowledge.
Recognitional or emotive use?
On the contrary, the actual referent is hardly part of the mutual knowledge in (14) and (15) The hearer in (14) and (15) has hardly watched the same movie or experienced the same autumnal leaves. Here again, we could interpret the demonstrative just as a marker of a strong emotive attitude towards the referent. Still, there is a certain recognitional element here too, as the referent types, the sea waves and the autumn leaves, are very wellknown, and the identification of the referent token is actually irrelevant for understanding the speaker's meaning here, i.e. her appeal to the hearer to understand her strong feelings because similar experiences (even if with other tokens of sea or leaves) are part of the episodical knowledge of the hearer as well. 6 The examples in this section show that recognitional and emotive functions do not correlate albeit they might co-occur; thus, they must not be mixed up. Still, although we argue for a differentiation of emotive and recognitional aspects, in section 4 we will propose to integrate both of them under the label of 'cognitive proximity'.
A brief look on recognitional demonstrative data has shown a greater functional diversity with respect to the reasons of the 'deficiency' of the reference act and the corresponding speaker-hearer interaction. In the next section we turn to another important feature of recognitionals in the literature, i.e. their referents being mutually known to the interlocutors. We will argue that the actual state of affairs is more complex with respect to this feature as well: referents of recognitionals are not necessarily mutually known. Still, we argue that any distinction between recognitionals and 'indefinite demonstratives' made on these grounds is bound to fail.
Recognitionals vs. indefinites: a feasible distinction?
As stated in the introduction, mutual knowledge about the referent is assumed to be essential for the recognitional use (Auer 1981 , 1984 , Diessel 1999 , Himmelmann 1996 . In particular, this feature allegedly distinguishes recognitional demonstratives from the so-called indefinite demonstratives. The referents of recognitionals are taken to be mutually known to both, the speaker and the hearer, the referents of 'indefinite demonstratives' on the contrary unknown to the hearer (Ionin 2006 , Prince 1981 , von Heusinger et al. 2010 , Ward & Birner 1995 . This referent status is the major argument for the indefiniteness of this (whereby it is not always clear, whether the underlying concept of indefiniteness is a pragmatic, a semantic or a morphosyntactic one). The main linguistic diagnostics of indefiniteness proposed in the literature are (i) the interchangeability with an indefinite article a and (ii) the embeddability under locative existential there-is-construction, where this again patterns with the indefinite, cf. (Maclaran 1980: 813) Another assumed difference between the recognitionals and the 'indefinite demonstratives' is the respective discourse prominence of the referent. The referents of recognitionals are said to be "of only peripheral importance (low topicality)" (Himmelmann 1996: 230) and consequently not to be rementioned in the subsequent discourse (Diessel 1999: 109) . In contrast, the referents of 'indefinite demonstratives' 7 The nature of the indefinite-definite contrast in (16) is controversially discussed in the literature: some argue that the reasons are rather syntactic or semantic ones, and that NPs grammatically marked as definites are e.g. excluded in a locative existential construction, correspondingly leading to grammaticality problems (Ionin 2006) . Ward & Birner (1995) argue convincingly against this assumption showing that grammatically definitely marked NPs can surface in this construction, as long as they obey the pragmatic constraint making reference to already identifiable referents unsuitable; cf. also . Depending on the underlying assumptions the corresponding examples are dubbed as pragmatically ill-formed or ungrammatical (original marking in (16) has been preserved).
are allegedly "noteworthy" (Ionin 2006 ) and thus predestined to become new discourse topics after being introduced (Prince 1981 , von Heusinger et al. 2010 , von Heusinger 2011 von Heusinger et al. (2010: 6) even argues that otherwise a discourse is not coherent.
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That is why in the following we consider the mutual knowledge and the topicality.
Mutual Knowledge
One point is to be made at the very beginning: we cannot, of course, talk about referents being for sure (or not) part of the speakers' and hearers' mutual knowledge; what we can do is only to hypothesise whether such knowledge could be plausibly presumed or not. Turning to the examples above, we see that mutual knowledge (at least of the referent type) is in some cases likely, as with Chianti bottles or with sails on a sailer (cf. examples (1) and (9)), or at least possible, as with swimming lifters, manna or clochards (cf. examples (5), (8) and (10)). However, in (6) above any mutual knowledge of a particular kind of partition walls is not likely (as the word Rabitzwand has a very low frequency). Still, it should be noted that it is not possible to use an indefinite determiner here:
(17) *Da war oft bis auf eine Rabitzwand ausverkauft. "*It was often completely sold out up to a partition panel."
This suggests that the opposition "the referent is known to both speaker and hearer" as opposed to "the referent is unknown to the hearer" (the latter taken to be equivalent with indefinite use) is not that clear as suggested in the relevant literature. For instance, in the theatre example (6), it is absolutely irrelevant whether the referent (type) is familiar to the hearer or not, as the intended pragmatic meaning is "the theatre was sold out", and it can be reconstructed without resolving the reference. Another case problematic for the mutual knowledge account is (18) Here it is nearly excluded that the speaker supposes that the referent could be part of the mutual knowledge: it would be very unlikely to assume that the hearer has ever been to the particular little village the speaker has visited on his holiday. Moreover, the demonstrative phrase here is the subject of a predication specifying the referent by its proper name, which can be seen as a strong grammatical indication that the referent is not expected to be known.
Even this short data review shows that the distinction between recognitional and 'indefinite' demonstratives based on the status of the referent with respect to the hearer is empirically anything but as clear as assumed in the literature. The theoretical reasons to reject the differentiation are the following:
Generally speaking, we believe that our task as pragmaticists is to explain the choice of a particular form in a particular context and its contribution to this context. Remember that following Prince (1981) an important test criterion for distinguishing between recognitional and 'indefinite' demonstratives is their interchangeability with a definite and indefinite article respectively. Seen from a pragmatic angle, however, a particular linguistic form is not really interchangeable with another. In particular, this means that in all our data indefiniteness would make a functionally clearly different contribution and thus change the pragmatic meaning of the whole utterance and its contribution to the discourse. Only with a demonstrative the speaker's referring on the one hand is explicitly marked as problematic and on the other hand appeals to the hearer to do his best to resolve the reference or at least the intended meaning. This holds as well with data where both an indefinite article (zero article in case of plural) and a definite article would be grammatical, cf. (19): (19) Meine Eltern haben immer viel Rotwein gekauft aus den berüchtigten Chiantiflaschen / berüchtigten Chiantiflaschen (cf. ex. (1)) "My parents used to buy lots of red wine from the /  notorious Chianti bottles"
The interpretation, however, differs with the choice of the determiner. With the definite article die ("the") the referent is presented as identifiable; the indefinite version has rather the reading that there is a subset of notorious Chianti bottles among other Chianti bottles. Both versions would not have the recognitional function that diese ("these") has.
We thus conclude that a potential well-formedness of some other form in a given context does not really tell much about the function of the demonstrative in this context. For these reasons and because of empirical difficulties in deciding whether the referent is really, or at least plausibly, known to the hearer or not, we propose an alternative account integrating the cases of non-anaphoric and non-deictic demonstrative use. What actually happens with recognitional demonstrative reference is that speakers (irrespective of whether any mutual knowledge is plausible) pretend mutual knowledge, acting as if there were some. In section three we will introduce the term tentative reference for this phenomenon.
Importantly, this means that even given the case one could really talk about interchanging different kinds of determiners (as we have argued above one cannot), a demonstrative-(in)definite-alternation would describe different discourse status: definite (and indefinite) articles mark the actual status of the referent in the mental discourse representation, while demonstrative determiners in recognitional use mark its pretended status.
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Additional evidence for our pragmatic account concentrating on the function of the demonstrative use in its context (and thus against the distinction between recognitionals and 'indefinite demonstratives') comes from the consideration of the (non)topical status of the corresponding referents.
Are recognitional demonstratives discourse topics?
We understand discourse topic in the following as the discourse referent that the speaker intends to be most stably activated in the hearer's mental representation of each discourse segment. This topic concept integrates the following notions that have been each independently proposed before, but to our knowledge have not been brought together so far:
(i) the idea of the referent a discourse segment is about (in the sense of AverintsevaKlisch 2009, Bosch & Umbach 2007) or of a "protagonist" or "the hero of the story" (Zeevat 2004: 210) ; (ii) the claim that topics are constructs crucially based on speaker-hearer interaction;
as Brown & Yule (1983: 68) put it "it's writers and hearers who have topics, and not texts"; (iii) the notion of topicality being a dynamic notion: a text will develop in different ways depending on what speakers and hearers choose as the topics for their discourse (or, taking the text as a starting point: a text has to be analysed as the result of a negotiation process between speakers and hearers). Importantly, a discourse topic is a discourse referent (i.e. an entity at the level of the discourse representation) and not a particular expression used to refer to it.
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It has been shown for anaphoric demonstratives that they cross-linguistically tend to refer to non-topical referents, personal pronouns being predestined for the reference to topics (for German, cf. Averintseva-Klisch & , Bosch & Umbach 2007 , Consten & Schwarz-Friesel 2007 , Zifonun, Hoffmann & Strecker 1997 9 Our discussion above is based on German data; Auer (1984: 637) claims that in German "it is not possible to use dieser in order to refer to individuals unknown to the recipient [...] whereas in English this man can imply 'you won't know him'". For our argumentation above it is actually irrelevant, whether German has this alleged 'indefinite use ' (as Heusinger et al. 2010 , Heusinger 2011 or not, as the theoretical considerations against postulating this 'indefinite demonstrative' (lexeme or use) on the basis of the arguments given in the literature so far would hold cross-linguistically. 10 Discourse topic is to be distinguished from sentence topic in the sense of a particular expression having certain grammatic (syntactic or prosodic) as well as pragmatic features (as defined among others in Büring 1997): the crucial difference is that the former are referents and latter linguistic expressions, although there is a certain tendency to refer to discourse topics with sentence topic expressions. Here, the referent 1 , the boss, is made discourse topic via the introductory utterance, and the demonstrative NP dieser (Mann) ("this man/ this (one)") can only refer to the nontopical referent 2 . This tendency to refer to non-topics has been argued to hold for recognitional demonstratives too (Himmelmann 1996 (Himmelmann , 1997 . In our data we have both cases of non-topical and topical referents. The former case is illustrated with the swimming lift example (5), repeated here as (21) Here, an explicit question concerning the speaker's father makes the father-referent the discourse topic in the speaker's answer; the referent stays topic after the introduction of another referent (swimming lifters) with a recognitional demonstrative. On the contrary, in the pastries example (7), here repeated as (22), a direct intervention of the hearer leads to the discourse topical state of the respective referent: (22 Here, Mutzen has not been intended as the sole discourse topic, "traditional festive pastries" being rather the topic. However, after an explicit request for reference clarification, the speaker starts a discourse segment featuring the Mutzen referent as its topic.
Dieser (Mann)
In the clochards example (10) above the clochards referent is topical without being labeled, and maybe exactly because the speaker cannot find the lexeme to label it: the lexical failure leads him to talk more about the corresponding referent to make his reference act understandable. In this case the hearer does not directly request information about the referent. This brief data review shows the following:
(i) The referents of recognitional demonstratives may be topical or not, whereas topicality crucially depends on the hearers' reaction: irrespective of whether the referent is intended as a topic by the speaker or not, hearers can make speakers to promote the corresponding referent to the topic. (ii) On the contrary, (non-)topicality does not necessarily correlate with lexical difficulties, nor with emotive use in any way. These observations get us to revise the concept of the recognitional use, building on the concepts of tentative reference and negotiated topicality.
Conclusions

Recognitional use revised: tentative reference and negotiated topicality
On the basis of the data discussed in 2, we get a functional description of recognitional demonstratives that differs from the majority of approaches summarised in 1 above. With recognitional use, speakers leave open if their hearers really can resolve the reference: a deficiency of the reference process is made overt. This deficiency may be due to an uncertain mutual knowledge status of the referent as well as the speakers' ignorance of the exact naming for the referent, all this resulting in a failing identification of the referent. In contrast to common assumptions on the core definition of what reference is -referring as identifying a referent to the hearer (undisputed since Strawson 1950) -speakers here appeal to their hearers to accept a more or less deficient introducing with the possible result of a failing identification of the intended referent. Such an acceptance would have no negative effects on the discourse even in case of a failing identification as the referent is not that important for the ongoing discourse. In this sense, recognitional reference is tentative reference, unless it is explicitly confirmed by the hearer. Consequently, recognitional demonstratives affect the discourse organisation at least for a larger discourse segment. Some remarks on the discourse situation in our data are required.
All of our corpus texts are interviews, mostly eliciting narrations about individual memories, and the interviewers and the speakers were not acquainted before. That means that the mental discourse world is influenced neither by external features of a speech situation nor by a specific mutual knowledge.
11 How, then, is such a discourse world established? Our findings confirm that "the discourse situation itself has to be regarded as a social and cognitive construct that depends on the participant's activities of directing attention" (Maaß 2010:10, our transl. from German). 12 This holds for the discourse organising function of recognitionals with respect to the reference act itself: recognitional use gives hearers the opportunity to interact in the establishing of referents in the discourse world. Hearers have the alternative to step in and reject the speakers' tentative reference act or to express a tacit (or explicit) acceptance.
Furthermore, recognitional use affects discourse topicality. In 2.4.2, we have rejected the claim that recognitionals are always non-topical as too undifferentiated. Indeed, such claim would be only plausible based on the assumption that hearers processing recognitionals would accept deficient reference anyway. In this case, hearers would trust in the speakers' prediction that the respective referent is of minor importance, i.e. it would not be maintained during a larger discourse segment, so a closer clarification would not be worth the communicative effort. Our data in (5), (6) and (9) match this case. There are, on the other hand, cases like (7) and (8) and (10), where the respective referent seems to be topical at least for a certain discourse segment: in (10), the topic status of the referent is evoked by the speaker spontaneously (while searching for a correct denotation). In (7) and (8), hearers require a reference clarification and thus raise the importance, that is the topicality, of the referent. In other words, recognitionals give hearers the opportunity to negotiate discourse topics, so that both speakers and hearers can actively influence the topical status of a referent.
This sketch of discourse organising functions of recognitionals has shown that the following parameters are relevant for a precise taxonomy of recognitional uses -though (ii) and (iii) have been neglected by previous research: (i) the hearers' actual knowledge (not as a criterion to distinguish between recognitionals and any 'indefinite' demonstratives, but as an explanation of the hearer's reaction, cf. (iii)!); (ii) the speakers' assumptions about and tentative models of (i); and (iii) the hearers' communicative intentions which determine acceptance or rejection of (ii). Consequently, we have to regard these hearer-related parameters as situational elements in order to achieve a proper model of the speech situation as a dynamic determinant for the ongoing discourse. If we adhere to this line of argumentation, following questions are bound to arise: is the recognitional use of demonstratives, bringing situational parameters into play, a kind of deictic use? And how to explain that proximal demonstratives fulfil such a function?
11 There is, of course, a very general kind of mutual knowledge as it is shared by all members of a speech community at a certain point in time. References to these kinds of general knowledge are not covered by definitions of recognitional use as cited in 1: Himmelmann (1996: 233) states explicitly that no 'larger situation use' is possible with recognitionals, these being reserved for cases of "on specific, 'personalized' knowledge that is assumed to be shared by the communicating parties due to a common interactional history or to supposedly shared experience". 12 Cf. as well Hausendorf (2003: 251) , and Auer (1981) , arguing generally for socio-ethological methods in linguistics.
Recognitional use -typically deictic?
In Bühler's tradition, deictic reference is defined as reference with respect to (or pointing at) non-verbal elements of the discourse situation 13 . Let us argue from the assumption of a cognitive definition of 'situation' like we proposed above, i.e. a definition integrating the speakers' and the hearers' knowledge and intentions as well as their assumptions about each other's knowledge and intentions as parts of the situation. Then, two consequences arise for a deictical status of recognitionally used demonstratives: (i) They meet our notion of deixis, since speakers explicitly appeal to their assumptions about the common ground, i.e. their and the hearers' knowledge. (ii) Furthermore, recognitional use exceeds such a notion of deixis since speakers do not necessarily reflect their real assumptions of the hearers' knowledge but generate a fictitious model of it (and appeal to hearers to accept this).
Thus, recognitional use is a kind of deictic use that does not only reflect situational features but generates them 14 .
Is there anything that demonstrative uses have in common?
There are three discourse functions of proximal demonstratives that are frequently discussed -aside from spatial or textual deictic pointing: the marking of non-topical referents, the marking of emotive emphasis (e.g. with a pejorative evaluation of the referent) and the recognitional use. We have shown so far that these functions operate independently from each other or, at least, may co-occur or not: For (non-)topicality, our findings suggest that (non-)topicality of referents is a matter of negotiation between discourse participants which can (though need not to) be induced by recognitional use of demonstratives (cf. 2.4 and 3.1) 15 . Emotive use (which Himmelmann 1996 assumes to be necessarily combined with recognitional use) seems to co-occur with recognitional use in some of our corpus data (cf. 2.2.2), while in other recognitional corpus items there is no reason to assume emotive use.
13 This is, roughly speaking, one of two prominent notions of deixis (esp. as opposed to anaphora, cf. Bühler 1934 , Windisch 1869 ; the other one deals with the discourse status (new/old) indicated by deictic vs. anaphoric means (Ehlich 1982 , Halliday & Hasan 1976 . For an overview of this long tradition of disputes about a sufficient notion of deixis, cf. Bosch (1983) , Consten (2003 Consten ( , 2004 , Lenz (1997) . 14 The latter point meets a cognitive notion of deixis as broadly discussed in Hausendorf (2003) and Mondada (2002) . 15 In this paper, we argue for a dynamic interactional concept of a discourse topic using recognitional demonstratives. As mentioned above, reference to non-topics has been proposed as one of the general functions of demonstrative reference before. The underlying discourse topic definition thereby was a static concept of a referent the discourse is about (cf. among others Bosch & Umbach 2007) . Whether a dynamic interactional topic concept could be generally used to account for demonstrative vs. personal pronoun reference or not is clearly out of range of this paper.
So, do we deal with an accidental conglomeration of functions related to the proximal demonstrative form, or is there any tie connecting these functions with each other and, furthermore, with spatial and textual deixis as a core function of (proximal) demonstratives? And, with respect to recognitional use, isn't it counter-intuitive that (at least in German) just proximal demonstratives serve as means to indicate a quite vague, unsettled referent status in the speakers' and hearers' discourse representation?
In previous work, we have suggested an overall concept of demonstrative reference that intends to integrate all functions discussed here (Averintseva-Klisch & Consten 2007, Consten & Averintseva-Klisch 2010.) Our key concept for demonstrative discourse functions is proximity, a term which we claim to be suitable for certain referent status in different reference domains: (i) Physical proximity is a feature indicating a close spatial relation concerning either the extra-textual or the textual domain. In case of spatial deictic pointing, physical proximity labels a small spatial distance between speakers and referents, which is the eponymous (and -therefore -a frequently mentioned) area of operation for proximal demonstratives (cf. Diessel 1999) .
Our term physical proximity is extended to anaphora. Here, the text is regarded as analogous to spatial structure, so that demonstrative anaphors indicate a small distance between the anaphor and its antecedent. 16 Consequently, demonstrative anaphors are preferably related to the most recent NP suitable as antecedent; in this regard demonstratives constitute an opposition to personal pronouns (cf., among others, Zifonun, Hoffmann & Strecker 1997: 558) .
(ii) Cognitive proximity The ratio of our term cognitive proximity is to cover several instances of specific mental closeness relations between speakers and referents. The term has been created in order to state an analogy of such mental phenomena with physical proximity. Both physical and cognitive proximity are discourse functions that can be expressed by proximal demonstrative forms (though they are, of course, not limited to these forms).
With regard to emotive use (as discussed with (12)- (15)), the applicability of our notion of cognitive proximity is evident: speakers show a close emotional involvement with their topic, they express that a referent is emotionally near to them 17 . As we have shown in 2.3, emotive and recognitional use occur independently (i.e. they can co-occur by chance). There is no evidence for the claim that recognitional use has an emotive component. Both are independent discourse phenomena that preferably 16 Written text as a spatial 'Zeigfeld' (area of deictic pointing) and oral text as a temporal 'Zeigfeld' is a common approach to anaphora (cf. Zifonun, Hoffmann & Strecker (1997) , and especially to discourse deixis (such as: as we have argued above, as I have mentioned before), cf. Diewald (1991) and Lenz (1997) . For a critical discussion and alternatives to this "localistic" approach to text structure, cf. Maaß (2010: 21-34) . 17 Results from a questionnaire study on German (Consten & Averintseva-Klisch 2010) show that emotive use (a strongly negative evaluation of the referent in this case) is preferably expressed by proximal demonstratives (dies-+ N), at least in case that the proximity function is not at the same time expressed by the lexical meaning of the head noun (e.g.: for a referent which is introduced with pejorative cotext and unambiguously accessible, this teacher is preferred to the teacher, while this idiot and the idiot got equal preference values).
are expressed by demonstratives -challenging an integrative model of demonstrative discourse functions. We will argue now that recognitional use can be subsumed under our notion of cognitive proximity as well 18 . It seems to be anything but self-evident, however, that recognitional use is another instance of marking cognitive proximity: the respective referents are by no means near in terms of a high level of familiarity (that is why speakers are in doubt if the referents are identifiable for their hearers at all). Furthermore, the respective referents are not primarily topical -if they become topics, they do so as a result of an ongoing interaction (cf. 3.1), and there does not need to be an emotive marking (cf. 2.3).
Our findings reported in section 2 and summed up in 3.1 show the way to an explanation to what seems to be a contradiction: recognitional use is basically a tentative act of near reference. By using a referential means marking cognitive proximity, speakers pretend that the referent is part of mutual knowledge and therefore easily accessible. With recognitionals, cognitive proximity is tentatively claimed in order to evoke the hearers' reaction 19 . This is what makes recognitional demonstrative use a very clear-cut instance of discourse structuring means and a good reason for a consequently dynamic, interaction-based approach to the grammar-pragmatics interface.
